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Abstract 

The production of interactive multimedia content is in most cases an expensive task in terms of 
time and cost. It must hence be the goal to optimize the production by exploiting the reusability 
of interactive multimedia elements. Reusability can be triggered by a combination of reusable 
multimedia components, together with the appropriate use of metadata to control the 
components as well as their combination. 

In this article, we discuss reusability and adaptability aspects of interactive multimedia content 
in web-based leaming Systems. In contrast to existing approaches, we extend a component- 
based architecture to build up interactive multimedia visualization units by the use of metadata 
for reusability and customizability issues. 

In the three-tier model, the lowest layer of the paradigm corresponds to the programmer (code 
reusability). The User interface of an educational visualization is located at the top-layer 
medium where the interaction of the end-user (student) takes place. The educator is located 
between the top and the bottom layer. This medium layer allows for the adaptation of 
interactive multimedia content according to user's needs, applying a pre-defined set of 
metadata. The teacher can both adjust the level of explanation and the level of interactivity of 
an animation, hence influencing the presentation and the results of the algorithms being 
illustrated (program reusability). After a theoretical overview we explain our architecture by 
an application example. 

1 Introduction 
The rapid advancement in Computer, communication, and presentation technology produces 
new fonns of media and communications that can be used to increase the quality of educa- 
tional documents to visualize complex technical problems. To help students leam difficult con- 
cepts, interactive leaming software needs specific capabilities for simulation, visualization, 
and real-time data collection, as well as tools for analyzing, modeling and annotating data. 
Such interactive. dynarnic representations are the core content of educational leaming mod- 
ules. These representations have to be combined flexibly with many kinds of contexts: Diverse 
classroom presentations, tutorials, experimentation notebooks and standardized assessments. 
To achieve that goal, the standardization of so-called leanling objects became an important 
issue in the past. 



As stated in the specification of IEEE's Learning Objects Metadata (LOM) [GroOO], "a 
leaming object is defined as any entity, digital or non-digital, which can be used, re-used or 
referenced during technology-supported learning". Examples of learning objects include mul- 
timedia content, instmctional content, instmctional software and software tools, referenced 
during technology supported leaming. In a wider sense, learning objects could even include 
learning objectives, persons, organizations, or events. A learning object is not necessarily a 
digital object; however, the remainder of this paper will focus on leaming objects that are 
stored in a digital format. 

IEEE's leaming object (LO) model is characterized by the belief that independent chunks of 
educational content can be created that provide an educational experience for some pedagogi- 
cal purpose. With regard to object-oriented programming (OOP) and component-oriented pro- 
gramming (COP), this approach assumes that these chunks are self-contained, though they 
may contain references to other objects, and they may be combined or sequenced to form 
longer (larger, complex, other) educational units. These chunks of educational content may be 
of any type, interactive (e.g. simulation) or passive (e.g. simple animation), and they may be of 
any format or media type. 

Another requirement for learning objects is related to tagging and metadata. To be able to 
use such objects in an intelligent fashion, they must be labelled as to what they contain, what 
they communicate, and what requirements with regard to their use exist. A reliable and valid 
scheme for tagging leaming objects is hence necessary. 

The L 0  model provides a framework for the exchange of learning objects between systems. 
If LOS are represented in an independent way, conforrning instmctional systems can deliver 
and manage them. The learning object initiatives. such as iEEE's LOM or Educom's IMS are a 
subset of efforts to creating learning technology standards for such interoperable instmctional 
systems. In the same time repositories for educational object components have been built 
[EoeOO], [GamOO] and [GemOO]. These efforts gain leverage from the rise of interactive web 
technology and its associated emphasis on standards-based interoperability. Although the com- 
ponent-based solutions developed to date are useful [RDK+99], [GSvD99], they are inade- 
quate for those building component-based interactive learning environments in which the 
components must respond to the meaning of the content as well as its form and presentation. 
We See the development of techniques for sharing semantics across components and applica- 
tions to be a cntical research direction for the field. 

The approach described in this paper addresses the issue of developing and customizing 
dynamic multimedia objects using dynamic metadata. We refer to these objects as smart learn- 
ing objects. With the term customization we denote changes andlor modifications to a leaming 
object. These changes are necessary to match the learning goals of a User and to reuse dynamic 
multimedia content in a different context. However, current versions of learning metadata do 
not address specific issues of dynamic content, such as interactivity or reusability. The main 
goal of this article is hence to exarnine the current learning metadata standards, and to propose 
extensions in order to match the specific constraints of multimedia content. As a starting point 
we address metadata extensions for visualizations and animations. Other dynamic metadata, 
for example those for movies, interactive environments (for example Macromedia Director 
objects), or for VRML-applications can be derived from those extensions. 

To describe visualizations and animations appropnately, we introduce a new set of metadata 
which is an extension of IEEE's Learning Objects Metadata. We show how such metadata can 
be processed by a metadata editor, which allows us to describe smart multimedia objects. 
Another tool to customize the resource according to the user's needs will also be explained in 
the remainder of the article. 



Thc article is structured as fo1lou.s: In Section 2 we list related work and define multimedia 
Leaming Objects (LOS) as well as learning objects metadata. In Section 3, we discuss the 
graiiularity of interactive multimedia content and their characteristics, before we introduce 
dynamic metadata in Section 4. Applications of dynamic metadata is described in Section 5, 
and an examplc is dcscribed in more detail in Section 6 .  Section 7 concludes the paper and 
gives an outlook. 

2 Context 
To explain our starting point and to communicate the motivation for our work, we first present 
an ovewiew of the Multibook project currently developed at the Technical University of 
Darmstadt. 

2.1 Multibook 

The Multibook project [MuIOO] currently being developed by the Technical University of 
Darmstadt and the Fern-Universität Hagen is a web-based adaptive hypermedia learning sys- 
tem for multimedia ünd communication technology. Multibook focuses on providing end-users 
with specific lessons tailored to a targeted group. These lessons are created using a knowledge 
base of multimedia elements, especially interactive animations. The creation of these lessons is 
done in an automatic fashion (course sequencing). 

Multibook's knowledge base, which is necessary to implement the course sequencing 
[SSR+OO], consists of two separated knowledge spaces. The Concept Space contains a net- 
worked model of Icamiiig topics [FSOO] and uses approaches well known from knowledge 
management. The knowledge topics are interconnected via semantic relations. The media 
bricks stored in the MediuBrick Spuce of the systcm are atomic information units of various 
multimedia formats. These units are interconnected via rhetonc relations. Each media brick is 
described using IEEE's Leaming Objects Metadata (LOM) schemc [GroOO]. In the following 
we refer to media bricks as learning objects. Although both information spaces are separated, 
each leaming object can have a relation to one or more related topics. The separation of both 
spaces is the way in which Multibook generates adaptive lessons, because for each topic a set 
of media bricks (texts in different granularity, animations, video, etc.) is available. The selec- 
tion of media bricks is then determined by the preferences of each User. 

The general functionality of Multibook, in other words the way the sequencing of lessons, is 
based on the knowledge base stored in the Concept Space. This approach is similar to the stan- 
dardization by IEEE as IEEE proposes the use of a knowledge lihrary (knowledge hase) which 
is responsible for the sequencing of a lesson, while the actual compilation of the lesson is per- 
formed by a delivery component (see Figure l). It is essential to understand the setup of our 
knowledge base in order to understand the automatic creation of exercises. 



The architecture of MultiBook is presented in Figure 2. It should be noticed that the architec- 
ture is very similar to the one proposed by the IEEE LOM group. 

Considering the way an author writes a document the following order can be specified: (1)  an 
author acquires hackground knowledge, (2) an author creates an outline for a document, (3) an 
author fills the outline with content. These steps are modeled by different spaces in Muliibook. 
The Concept Space contains an ontology in tenns of keywords which is necessary to create the 
outline of a Icsson. After the sequencing of the outline (equally to the creation of a table of 
contents) the "real" content (text, images, audio, video, animation) is filled into the outline 
using elements of the second space, the MediaBrick Space. A general idea of Multibook is that 



it is necessary to employ different relations within the Concept Space and the MediaBrick 
Space to model the different goals which both spaces have. 

When working with media bricks and with the necessary educational metadata. an impor- 
tant disadvantage becomes obvious: Due to the history of the development of metadata, static 
resources, such as images or text documents can be described properly. Unfortunately, an 
appropriate description of dynamic resources, for example animations, is feasible only to a 
limited extent. The reason is that dynamic multimedia objects can process input parameters, 
generate output parameters, and also work internally with data which cannot be described with 
traditional metadata schemes. 

2.2 Interactive Multimedia Content and Static Metadata 

With respect to adoptability, learning systems can be divided into two categories: 
Systems which deploy learning objects that are relatively simple but richly tagged using 
metadata. Each learning system operates on metadata with a significant degree of own 
knowledge. 
Systems which use learning objects that are smart in a sense that they can change their 
behavior. The system has to pass specific information to a LO, and each L 0  has to adhere to 
a particularly stipulated set of inputloutput parameters. 

An example of the first category is the use of IEEE's LOM in the Multibook project in order to 
describe multimedia content. However, multimedia content being part of learning systems can 
be text, graphics, audio, video, animation, or simulation. Multimedia learning objects can be 
characterized as follows: 

Multicodality: 
Use of various symbol systems, for example images. pictographs, texts, etc. 
Multimodaliry: 
LOS can address different senses: The visual. the aural sense, or both at the same time. 
Dynarnics: 
LOS make use of discrete (text, images) or continuous media (video, animation) 
Interactiviry: 
LOS realize to some extent the interaction between learner and learning system. 

Figure 3 illustrates the above mentioned characteristics and their relationships. An active map 
object belongs for example to the intersection of multicodality and interactivity. The common 
denominator of all these characteristics is what we refer to as a Smart Learning Object. Simu- 
lations which visualize complex procedures dynamically and interactively, belong to the group 
of smart learning objects. The use of animated graphics or simulations is much closer to real 
life than still graphics are. Complex procedures can be experienced, understood and leamed by 
experimenting in the virtual environment being offered by simulations. The behavior of smart 
learning objects can be changed, as well as adapted according to parameters which are passed 
by the system. For the remainder of this paper we will denote interactive visualizations as 
smart learning objects. 

One of the key problems in developing leaming Software systems in general and interactive 
instructional visualization units in particular is the integration of User requirements changing 
over time. Learning systems must be flexible in that they must be easy to adapt to new and 
changing User requirements. 
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Figure 3: Characteristics of learning objects 

An ideal Scenario of software engineering is to build applications by putting together high- 
level components [RDK+99], [SSS+00:1, [KH97], and [GSvD99]. If any necessary components 
are not found, they have tobe composed out of existing lower-level components. The function- 
ality of such a System can then be changed or extended by substituting or plugging in new 
components. The components of the lowest-level have to be implemented in a certain pro- 
gramming language. Component software can be viewed as self-contained, pre-fabricated, pre- 
tested, black-box reusable software units. Example of component software is the JavaBeans 
technology. 

3 Granularity of Smart Learning Objects 

3.1 Coarse-grained SLOs 

As a part of the Multibook project we developed several SLOs based on coarse-grained mod- 
ules, which visualize specific algorithms. These modules have been implemented as Java 
applets that illustrate concepts and algorithms of multimedia communication technology. We 
use these components for the multimedia communication courses [http://www.kom.e-tech- 
n i k . t u - d a r m s t a d t . d e f l e a c h i n g N i s u a l i z a t i o n / ]  being taught at the Technical 
University of Darmstadt. They are built as units with a broad focus, illustrating many different 
sub-topics of the concept they were designed to visualize and teach for, allowing students to 
experiment with many different combinations of Parameters. 

The main problems with coarse-grained SLOs is that they illustrate only some of the inter- 
mediate computations that take place within an algorithm. This approach is appropriate for cer- 
tain concepts, mainly for those courses where self-contained algorithms and data stnictures are 
taught. However, many concepts and topics in multimedia communication are combinations of 
small concepts that provide parts of a theoretical framework for larger algorithms. The visual- 
ization of JPEG [SN951 or MPEG [LPFL97] serves as a good example: Even though both 
compression schemes use the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and the Huffman encoding, a 
reuse of a component of an animation of JPEG can in most cases not be used to visualize a step 
of the MPEG-compression process, if the illustration is coarse-grained. Coarse-grained anima- 
tions are very useful in demonstrating the final concept, but are hard to use in teaching the indi- 
vidual ideas that are Part of that concept. 



3.2 Component-Based Development 

Other problems of interactive multimedia animations are the video-like nature of animations, 
the wiring of animation components, the reusability of such components, and their stmcture. 
To address these problems and the issues mentioned above we developed a fine-grained 
approach, developing applets that are composed of small. atomic units. We developed a com- 
ponent-based framework [SSS+OO] in order to generate complex animations based on simple 
modules, which visualize the different steps of an algorithm (JavaBeans technology). The 
exact granularity of the developed modules is strongly correlated with the domain being 
addressed and varies widely between concepts. Our goal with the modular model was to strive 
for the smallest possible scope for each concept. 

A great advantage of the modular approach is that several fine-grained applets can serve as 
stand-alone applets illustrating individual ideas. They can also be reused and combined with 
others in order to visualize a more complex topic. 

Tobe able to integrate these animations into Multibook, and in order to optimize their utili- 
zation, we tagged all animations using IEEE's Learning Objects Metadata. 

As mentioned above, LOM can be used to search, navigate, and adapt the content of Multi- 
book as long as static leaming objects are used. However. the particular potential of interactive 
visualizations, in other words their flexibility and adaptability, can only be exploited to a lim- 
ited extent. For example, some interactive visualizations can be used to illustrate different sce- 
narios or different parts of an algorithm, depending on the input Parameters. The Same learning 
object can be re-used in a different learning context, according to the way it is configured by 
Parameters. Parametrization of interactive visualizations can be done off-line or on-line. In 
order to achieve an on-line customization, we propose the use of dynamic metadata as an 
extension of the static IEEE Learning Objects Metadata. 

4. Metadata for Dynamic Learning Objects 

4.1 Multimedia Learning Objects Metadata 

The starting point for our research is the existing technologies, Standards, and on-going initia- 
tives with regard to multimedia educational metadata. The Dublin Core [DCOO] Metadata Ele- 
ment Set, Educom's Instructional Management System (IMS) [IMSOO], the Alliance of 
Remote Instmctional Authoring and Distribution Networks for Europe (ARIADNE) [IMSOO], 
and IEEE's Leaming Object Metadata Working Group 12 [GroOO] are the most important initi- 
atives dealing with metadata for computerized learning purposes. These initiatives are closely 
related to the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [RDFOO], the Warwick Framework 
[War96], and to other activities of the World Wide Web Consortium. 

All of the methods used to specify metadata make use of metadata in the traditional sense of 
describing static data: 

to summarize the meaning of the data (i.e. what is the data about). 
to allow users to search for data. 
to allow users to determine if the data is what they Want. 
to prevent some users (e.g. children) from accessing data. 
to retrieve and use a copy of the data (i.e., where do I go to get the data). 
to instmct how to interpret the data (e.g. format, encoding. encryption). 

That is, the metadata descriptors are associated with the data Sets in a fixed way. Their granu- 
larity is as defined by the original metadata author. 

A great drawback is that the application of metadata is mainly limited to the above 
described fields where metadata are used in a static way with respect to the content. A first 
observation is that such metadata cannot describe smart dynamic LOS adequately. Metadata 



can also not influence the multimedia content itself, because metadata usually contain univer- 
sal and widely applicable descnptions of objects. In our point of view, the usage of dynarnic 
multimedia learning objects, such as animations, requires a new sort of metadata, which must 
be dynamic in order to facilitate the V0  behavior of a dynamic LO. In the following we will 
discuss the definition of smart learning objects before we define the necessary set of these 
metadata. 

4.2 Dynamic Metadata 

We define the term "dynamic metadata" as the description used to adapt the content of an 
object, andlor to change the behavior of a leaming object. 

As an example of dynamic metadata, we will in the following examine the simulation of the 
CSMAICD protocol (Ethemet). To be able to explain Ethemet properly, specific problems 
have to be addressed, for example the collision of packets on the bus, or the shortframe prob- 
lem. The key idea behind dynamic metadata is that the same visualization can be used to 
explain different problems, if it is configured by Parameters. In the following we will explain 
the data stmctures for dynamic metadata in detail, but to motivate the problem, we provide an 
example here. A part of the data structure could be a field "PROBLEM, addressing a specific 
Parameter configuration of a visualization. Concerning the visualization of Ethemet, changing 
the value of the metadata field "PROBLEM" (being represented in the program as a property) 
from "Collision" to "Shortframe" may change the whole behavior of the algorithm to be visual- 
ized. 

Extension of IEEE's L O M  

As mentioned above we understand dynamic metadata as an extension of IEEE's Learning 
Objects Metadata. The scheme of dynamic metadata follows the generic format of cproperty, 
values, value type>. According to the LOM specification [GroOO], this scheme is illustrated in 
Figure 4. 

Figrrre 4: Generic scheme of dynamic metadata 

In the following we analyze the requirements of the proposed set of metadata for dynamic con- 
tent in detail. 

Language: 
LOM contains a field to store information about the language which is used within a LO. 
However, smart LOS enable the User to change that language. An example is Java's interna- 
tionalization framework where a Set of language alternatives can be used. Although it would 
be possible to change the underlying LOM base category, we propose to use a new field 
within the new category "Dynamic Metadata" containing a list of possible languages. The 
original LOM field could then be used to store the initial state of a smart multimedia LO. 
D[fficuliyLevel: 
Within the category "Educational", LOM contains the field "DifficuityLevel" that describes 



the difficulty of a L 0  on a scale from "very low" to "very high". With regard to hierarchical 
modularized animation chains, such a choice is inappropriate. An example is an animation 
visualizing the steps of JPEG for a beginner. The level of difficulty would be "very low". A 
more advanced User could switch to animations of the single steps of the algorithm, an 
expert User could even change the components of the DCT formula. To be able to describe 
these difficulty changes, we introduce a new dynamic field "DifficultyLevel" which indi- 
cates the degree of difficulty the resource should start with. The values should (like in the 
LOM base model) range from "very low" to "very high". Modularized hierarchical anima- 
tions have for example been described in [SSS+OO]. 
InteractivityLevel: 
The same argumentation with regard to the field "DifficultyLevel" is true for the degree of 
interactivity of a resource. While a beginner might use a visualization OE a problem in a 
movie-like style, an expert might Want to change Parameters and thus use a highly interac- 
tive application. We propose a new field "InteractivityLevel", storing the degree of interac- 
tivity on a scale from "very low", "low", "normal", "high", to "very high". 
Bidirectional: 
Some animations or visualizations offer the possibility to step fonvard or back within a 
smart LO. We propose to use a field "Bidirectionai" indicating whether a step-back opera- 
tion is possible or not. 
Dimension: 
For some animations it is necessary to specify the dimension of the container in which the 
visualization will take place. 
Topic: 
Many smart LOS like animations or visualizations explain an algorithm with multimedia 
elements. We propose to use a field "algorithm" to store the name of an algorithm. Another 
possibility would be to extend the meaning of the field "name" of the base LOM scheme. 
The disadvantage of the latter approach would be that a clear distinction between the parts 
of an algonthm would be impossible. An example is a JPEG animation where the field 
"name" contains the string "JPEG", while the dynamic metadata field "algorithm" might 
contain the string "entropy encoding". 
Scenario: 
A scenario is a specific form of an animation which is defined by a teacher and intended to 
explain a subset of the knowledge a smart L 0  could transfer. Similar to the field "algo- 
rithm", a smart L 0  can be used to visualize various scenarios. An example is a smart L 0  
explaining Ethernet. Possible scenarios are for example "shortframe" or "collision". The 
new field "scenario" has a general meaning as it can be identified in many smart LOS; it is 
somehow an alternative to the field "algorithm". To be able to describe a scenario ade- 
quately, we define two more new fields: "mode" and "name". In the mode field we offer a 
selection of the values "problem", solution", "interactive", and "guidedTour". These values 
can be used by a teacher to define the degree of interactivity he wants to assign to a 
resource. The name field stores the name of the respective scenario. The field "scenario" 
can then store choices of the things a smart L 0  can explain. The items of the lists can have 
a different degree of interactivity. 
ZnputData: 
A very important new field with regard to dynamic metadata is the field "InputData". Regu- 
lar static resources don't need any input data. Smart Learning Objects can be parameterized 
by input data. The Same smart L 0  can then be used to animate different topics. An example 
is given in Section 5. Input data can for example be stored in a serialized way in a file. The 
field "InputData" then contains the file name of the input data. 



OutputData: 
Like input data, a smart Learning Object can communicate with the outside world using 
output data which can be stored in a serialized way in a file. The field "OutputData" of the 
category "dynamic metadata" would then contain the name of the file. 
Explanation: 
Many smart multimedia leaming objects come with some sort of explanation, for example a 
text motivating a problem, or an audio introduction explaining the screen setup, or the 
processing which is visualized in the smart LO.We propose to use a new dynamic category 
"explanation" with the fields "type" and "media". The type of an explanation can for exam- 
ple be "hints", "errors", "logs", or "information". The type "hints" can for example activate a 
hint narration of the topic to be visualized. The type "errors" could activate an error render- 
ing of the topic to be visualized. In some cases it can be very useful to inform the User about 
errors which result from an incorrect use of parts of a smart LO. The type "logs" can acti- 
vate a narration of the logs of a smart L 0  visualizing a topic which can be used to discover 
the history of the use of a smart LO. The type "information" can activate an explanation of 
the general steps of an algorithm to be visualized by a smart LO. Many animations which 
can be found nowadays don't use an explanation of the animation itself which makes it 
sometimes hard to use the animation. The field "media" contains information about the stor- 
age format of the available explanation. Possible values are "Text", "Audio", or "Video". As 
an example, a combination of "Information" and "Audio" stored in the fields of the category 
"Explanation" would explain the functionality of the animation using a prerecorded audio 
file. 

The general structure of the dynamic metadata category extending the base LOM scheme is 
shown in Table 1. 

smart L 0  is to be presented 

Table 1: Proposed fields of metadata for dynamic content 



I 2.4 

1 3 1 Topic Information 1 1 1 

1 2.5 

The name of the topic tobe shown by Fifo, Earliest Dead- 
the resource. 1 line First, ... 

Dimension 1 The 3 dimensions Information of the 
1 visualization unit. 

x,y,z 

Bidirectional 

1 Stores the name of a scenario. collision, shoriframe 

I I 

3.2 Scenario 

Indicates whether the explanation, 
visualization can be done in the back 
direction or not. 

yes, no 

The name of the scenario to be visual- 
ized by the resource. 

3.3 

A list of possible media types to be Text, audio, video 
used for the explanation 

- 

Intention of the teacher with regard to 

Table 1: Proposed fields of metadata for dynamic content 

problem, solution, 

InputData 

4 Expl(rnafion 

It should again be noted that the LOM base scheme already introduced some fields which are 
similar to the ones descnbed above. An example is the field "language". These fields are how- 
ever not well suited to describe the special abilities of smart multimedia Learning Objects. 

( the smart LO. 1 normal, guidedTour 1 

3.4 OutputData 

I Indicates which kind of explanation is - 

4.1 

5 Application of Dynarnic Metadata 

The name of the input file needed by 
the resource to start properly. 

required for a smart leaming object. 

A list of possible explanation types. 

Information 

Type 

The development of visualization instructional units using a component-based (fine-grained) 
approach in combination with metadata has both benefits and drawbacks. The benefits are 
flexibility, reusability, and effective use in several leaming contexts according to user's needs. 
The drawbacks are the needs to provide supporting descriptive materials and essential modifi- 
cations to software engineering practice. 

parameters.txt 

The name of the output file the 
resource should generate. 

Information, wam- 
ing, error, log, hint 1 

5.1 Reusability 

parameters.txt 

The programmer identifies animation objects that visualize the steps of an algorithm. He 
defines the smallest modular entities of the algonthm and develops them as black-box software 
components, which may be re-used within the development of other algorithms. The program- 



irier specifies animation actions at particular locations in the algorithm chain, according to a 
predefined set of metadata. The programmer's view has been described in detail in [SSS+OO]. 
In our project we use thc JavaBeans technology to create a publicly available component 
library that can be used by all team members as well as by others to develop teaching anima- 
tions. Beyond Single components, entire finc-grained applets are reusable for different Courses. 

5.2 Adaptability, Flexibility, and Customizability 

It is essential that a visualization is flexible enough to confront and address changing User 
requirements and knowledge. It should also be versatile, and usable in a variety of contexts. 
Wliile often, a visualization will not fit the needs of a particular user "off the rack ,  it can be 
tailored to do so when certain "alterations" are done. This leads to the fact that it is easy to inte- 
grate animations in tlie right contcxt. According to the needs of the end-user, the educator may 
convert an algorithm developed by the programmer to a series of animation sequences by map- 
ping algorithm variables, speciiying animation actions, and associating execution points in the 
algorithmic chain to perform the desired animation. He uses dynamic metadata, which have 
been pre-defined by the programmer. 

5.3 Interactivity and Unified tiraphical User Interface 

Most of the animations being used to visualize complex algorithms and techniques can be 
influenced by the end-user. For the learner, a visualization window is divided into three areas: 
an animation pane, an explanation area, and a parameter pane. The animation pane displays the 
resulting animation envisioned by the educator. The explanation area displays some hints and 
information conceming the visualized algorithm. The parameter pane is divided into two Parts: 
Interactive utilities and a VCR, allowing the learner to control the Progress of the animation. 
The interactive utilities pane depends on the algoritliin and on the topic, defined by the pro- 
grammer and customized by the educator. The animation may request intermediate input from 
the learner, allowing him to control the path of the algorithm. 

Programmer I Educator I Students 
I I 

Pro'gram - 
I 
I 

impoR java.awt.* I Metadara: 

public class MyClass ( I Problem: ... 

. . .  I ~o lu t i on :  ... 

1 I OtherProblemsAreAllowed: .. I 
I ..., 
I I 

Figure 5: Reusability, flexibility, and interactivity 

Figure 5 illustrate the process of developing, tagging, customizing and using interactive smart 
leaming objects in our framework. The programmer is in cliarge of writing the appropriate 
code of the algorithm to be animated. The educator becomes the designer of the visualization 
to be shown. He can customize the learning object in order to visualize a desired behavior, 
which is appropriate for the Course to be taught. The student becomes the end-user of the cus- 
tomized animated algorithm. 



6 Application Example 
Figure 6 shows the overall architecture of our smart Leaming Object tagging and customizing 
architecture. Leaming resources are tagged using a special metadata editor called xLOM editor 
(see Section 6.1). For the Storage of static and dynnmic metadata we use a relational database 
(see Figure 2). To access the data stored in the SQL database we developed a three tier archi- 
tecture using JDBC. 

We also implemented a tool to customize internctive visualizations with the use of dynamic 
metadata. We call this 1001, which is described in more detail in Section 6.2, "content custom- 
izer". We use the content customizer to customize a smart Leaming Object in different ways 
for the specific purposes of a lesson. We are then able to use visualizations several times in a 
leaming unit, according to the context of the unit, which is described in detail in Section 6.3. In 
Figure 6, a smart Leaming Object is reused within different scenarios with different metadata 
sets to show different scenarios of the Same topic. 

Editor Customizer - - - 
Static & dynarnic 

Metadata Generate 
Scenario 2 - - - Metadata Aamic different v ~ l  1 1 

visualization 
scenarios Scenario 3 

Fig~rre 6: Smart Learning Objects tagging and customization process 

6.1 xLOM Editor 

In the following we describe the tool which we use to create both static and dynamic metadata. 
The tool can also be used to publish metadata records for various resources, e.g. documents, 
images, audio clips, videos. animations, virtual reality worlds, or multimedia exercises. 

A metadata record consists of a Set of elements, describing a multimedia resource. Exam- 
ples of these elements are date of creation or publication, type, author, fomat,  or title of a 
resource. To access and discover multimedia information resources in a comfortable way, we 
developed a tool, the LOM editor, based on the IEEE-LOM scheme version 4.0. The LOM edi- 
tor can be used to create and store LOM records in a relational database, and can also be used 
to query the database and to navigate on a resulting metadata set. When working with the edi- 
tor, it turned out quickly that smart LOS can only be described to a limited extent using the base 
LOM scheme. We extended the LOM editor to a new editor called xLOM (Extended m) 
editor by adding an extra category for dynamic metadata which has been described in Section 
4.2 

When tagging the source material with the xLOM editor, an interesting experience turned 
out: Most elements of a lesson to be described apply the same basic metadata information, 
such as the name of the author, the rights of the lesson, or the rargeted user group. It would 
hence be very useful to use a set of templates to tag the material. Templates can avoid the 



necessity to fill a lot of fields again and again, for example the owner fields, the necessary 
browser requirements, and many more. In our current implementation, templates are used to 
store information, which is then only typed in once and can be applied multiple times. 

To be able to exchange metadata with other applications, we included an XML-based 
importlexport functionality as Part of the xLOM editor. This work is based on the LOM object 
model [IMSOO] provided by IMS. 

We used the xLOM editor to tag various multimedia elements, for example the Java applets 
that were developed as part of the Multibook project. An example of the new functionality 
introduced by our xLOM scheme is the animation explaining IEEE-802.3 Ethernet [EthOO], 
which will be explained in Section 6.3 

6.2 Content Customizer 

As discussed before, dynamic metadata contain properties of smart multimedia learning 
objects, and a Set of suitable values for each property. By customizing smart objects, exactly 
one of these values will be assigned to its related property. An example is the dynamic meta- 
data field "scenario" where the content custornizer allows to select a mode (for example guided 
tour), together with a name of a scenario which has been stored before. Tobe able to offer this 
functionality, we implemented a content custornizer tool. 

Once a smart learning objects has been retrieved, the content customizer loads its dynamic 
metadata from the database. An interactive visualization can then be parametnzed by selecting 
the necessary values for each Parameter. The result can be stored in XML or HTML Syntax. 

6.3 Example 

As an application example we developed a lesson explaining the protocol CSMAICD (Ether- 
net). The main goal of the lesson is to demonstrate the possibilities that the parametrization of 
an animation offers. A German version of the lesson can be found on the web using the URL 
http://www.kom.e-technik.tu-darmstadt.de/proiects/iteach/itbeankitpplets/~aradelektiod. 

Figure 7: Example of parametrization of smart L 0  

In the exarnple the functionality of Ethernet is explained first. After that the student has to 
answer the question which problems have to be faced in a bus-topology. We provide a Set of 
different answers and use the same animation to explain why the answers are correct or wrong. 



The difference betweeii the answcrs is explained by different parametrizations of the same ani- 
mation. These parametrizations are stored as dynamic metadata for smart multimedia learning 
objects as explained above. An example is shown in Figure 8 where the possible answer to the 
question "Why is the protocol complex" is "The protocol is complex because messages cannot 
be sent to a specific Computer, they can only be sent to several Computers at once." 

Another scenario of the Same animation can also be used to provide an answer to the ques- 
tion "How can the collision problem be solved in Ethernet" if dynamic metadata are used. A 
possible answer to the question would be "Collisions cannot be avoided. If a collision is 
detected the transmission has to be repeated". A parametrized version of the same animation 
used in Figure 7 is illustrated in Figure 8. Note that due to the use of dynamic metadata the 
Same animation is reused in a different context. 

Figure 8: Second exarnple of parametrization of smart L 0  

A screenshot of the lesson is shown in Figure 9. 

Figur-e 9: Screenshot of example lesson 



7 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this Paper, we discussed the reusability aspects of multimedia content in web-based leaming 
systems. We highlighted the necessity to develop component-based interactive multimedia 
visualization units, and we suggest the use of metadata for reusability issues. The main contri- 
bution of the article is an extension of IEEE's Learning Objects Metadata, to be able to 
describe dynamic multimedia leaming objects to which we refer to as stnart multimedia learn- 
ing objects. Traditional metadata to describe learning objects are well suited to describe static 
elements (for example texts, or images), but do not take into account the dynamic nature of 
multimedia elements (especially animations and multimedia presentations). We hence com- 
pared various learning metadata standards and derived an extension which is suited to solve the 
problem. 

The metadata-based framework presented in our article also addresses the customization of 
smart leaming objects by metadata. Having explained the necessary category of dynamic 
metadata, we described our implementation of the tools which can be used for tagging, storing, 
and customizing smart Learning Objects. As a prototype, we implemented visualization arti- 
facts dealing with the network protocol "CSMNCD (Ethernet)". The implementation is also 
available on the web: http:Ilwww.kom.e-technik.tu-darmstadt.de/proiects/iteach/itbeankit/ 
a~plets/~aradelektion/. We are currently using our framework to develop other examples of 
teaching animations for our multimedia and communications Courses, for example animations 
to explain multimedia scheduling algorithms. 

The research described here differs from other related work in that the set of dynamic meta- 
data items that can be defined for a Smart Learning Objects is Open ended and not fully pre- 
defined. The predefinition of all attributes would hinder the ability to support multiple 
applications. Instead. Users are allowed to create whatever metadata records are necessary to 
support the object customization process, together with a necessary base Set of pre-defined 
Parameters which describe dynamic resources. 

We understand our article as a starting point towards the development of metadata which 
are suitable to describe any type of instructional content, extending the traditional understand- 
ing of static metadata. We are well aware of the fact that such a standardization is a complex 
process and would like to initiate a discussion in that area. 
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